KIRIN CRANE
THE CRANE SYSTEM FOR PROFESSIONAL FILMMAKERS

INNOVATIVE REMOTE-HEAD MOUNT
BACKLASH-FREE CONNECTION PLATES
HART-COAT ® SURFACE:
SCATCH- AND SHOCK RESISTANT
SUPER STRONG BRACING RODS
UP TO 13,5m FRONT ARM

STRONG.
VARIABLE.
SAFE.
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KIRIN CRANE SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION
The new MovieTech Kirin cane is designed to meet the
demanding requirements on your set:
It is stronger, longer, more robust and more versatile
and safer that any other crane in its´ segment.
These qualities make the our new Kirin Crane the perfect
tool on every set; for remote operation as well as with a
manned platform.

STRONG.
VERSATILE.
SAFE.

The feedback, ideas and wishes of many users all around the world have been implemented in
this new crane concept.
Due to its modular lightweight construction and the new locking mechanism, the crane can be
assembled in a very short time. The patented Hart-Coat® surface treatment protects the crane
effectively from scatches and other impacts. Backlash-free connection plates and additional
bracing rods increase the stability of the crane system.
When designing this new crane concept, safety and user-friendliness were always the priorities
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Version

Payload

Length front arm

Kirin Crane Remote

25 kg

13,5m

Kirin Crane Remote

50 kg

11m

Kirin Crane Plattform

180 kg

5,5m
* for all Kirin Crane versions and detailled set up, please see our user manual
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SURFACE & DOLLY
KIRIN CRANE - HIGHLIGHTS

Patented Hart-Coat®
surface.
The new ceramic-like patented
Hart-Coat® surface of the MT Kirin
Crane maximized its resistance
towards scratches and other
damages.

Strong and stable
base dolly.
The key to a safe crane operation is a stable
base dolly. Therefore the Kirin Crane stands
on a base which is designed to offer a
maximum of stability.
The extra wide column is devisable and can
thus rise to the desired operation height.
- extra wide column
- devisable column
- 2- and optional 4-wheel steering

REMOTEHEAD MOUNT
KIRIN CRANE - HIGHLIGHTS

Innovative
Remotehead-mount.
The Remote-head mount of the new MT Kirin Crane is
designed to offer a maximum of freedom.
No matter how you want to mount your remotehead –
the innovative concept allows you a variety of
mounting positions.
-

Integrated 4-way leveling
Twistable remotehead-mount
Twistable mounting plates
Numerous mounting plates available

SEGMENTS
KIRIN CRANE - HIGHLIGHTS

Safe and backlash-free
locking mechanism.
The innovative locking mechanism of the
segments is self-centering and absolutely
backlash-free. therefore it enables maximum
stability and safety.
-

Interchangeable
segments .
The crane consists of segments with a length of 0,5m,
1m and 1,5m. These segments can be combined with
each other as required - this results in an almost
infinite number of length-versions.
- All segments can be combined as desired

Self centering and backlash-free

BRACING SYSTEM
KIRIN CRANE - HIGHLIGHTS

Super strong
bracing system.
The newly developed guying system increases the
stability of the crane many times over. A reinforced tower,
ball-lock-pin connections and additional reinforcement
rods guarantee maximum in safety. New leveling units
with extra long travel ensure user-friendly set up.
-

Telescopic rod for length compensation
(no extra spacers needed)
Reinforced tower and rods
Ball-lock-pin connection

ACESSORIES
KIRIN CRANE - HIGHLIGHTS

Easy to transport.
To facilitate the transport, bracing rods can be stored in
the crane segments. The optional “on-board” transport
system turns the base dolly into a fully integrated
transport-trolley for all Kirin Crane components.
-

Different transport possibilities like the optional
“onboard” transport system
Bracing rods can be stored in the segments

Wide range of
accessories.
A wide range of crane accessories such as the
platform for manned operation, the master track
crane and dolly rails, various column extensions
and special crane seats rounds off the MT Kirin
Crane system.
-

Most accessories are suitable in combination
with other MovieTech products.

DISCLAIMER:
Although the information in this brochure is presented in good faith and believed to be correct at the time of printing, MovieTech AG makes no representations or warranties as to the accuracy of the
information. MovieTech AG has no liability for any errors or ommisions in the materials. MovieTech AG reserves the right to change, delete, or otherwise modify the information which is represented
without any prior notice. Persons receiving this information will make their own determination as to its suitability for their own purposes prior to use. In no event will MovieTech AG be responsible for
damages of any nature whatsoever resulting from the use of or reliance upon information from this catalog or the products to which the information refers. All weights and measures shown are best
approximations. Prices shown are list prices and are subject to trade discount and to change without notice. Prices may also be changed without notice due to unforeseen cost increases of imported
products, raw materials, or currency fluctuations. All prices are listed in EURO and are ex-works excluding package and handling costs. Transport and insurance will be arranged upon request. Pictures
shown may vary from actual products. Refer to page TBA for more details. The entire contents of this site is copyright © 2018 MovieTech AG. All rights reserved. Unauthorized reproduction is prohibited.
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MOVIE TECH

THE MOVIE TECH FAMILY – MOVIE TECH, ABC PRODUCTS AND MTS

Grip-Equipment
… you can rely on !
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Broadcast-Equipment
… wherever you go !
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Studio-Equipment
… premium lighting suspension !
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